
FEBRUARY, 1855

Feb. 1 . As usual these broad fields of ice could not
be left uncovered over the third (lay . It began to spit
a little snow at noon, just enough to show on the ice,
the thickness of a blanket, though not on the ground,
- dissipated there both by the warmth and irregu-
1<rity .

At ,1 i) . n1 ., I find that the river rose last evening to
within eight and a half inches of the rise of April 23d,
I8512, and then began to fall . It has now fallen about
four inches . Accordingly, the river falling all day, no
water has burst out through the ice next the shore,
and it is now one uninterrupted level white blanket
of snow quite to the shore on every side .

	

This, then,
is

	

established, - that,

	

the river falling four inches
during the day, though it has been as warm as yester-
day, there has been no overflow along the shore . Ap-
parently the thin recent ice of the night, which con-
nects the main body with the shore, bends and breaks
with the rising of tlic mass, especially in the morning,
under the influence of the sun and wind, and the water
establishes itself at a new level .
As I skated up the river so swiftly yesterday, now

here now there, past the old kingdoms of my fancy,
I was reminded of Landor's " Richard the First."

	

"I
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sailed along the realms of my family ; on the right was
England, on the left was France [on the right was Sud-
bury, on the left was Wayland ;] 1 little else could I
discover than sterile emi nences and extensive shoals .
They fled behind me ; so pass away generations ; so shift,
and sink, and die away affections." "I debark in Sicily ."
That was Tall's Island . " I sail again, and within a day
or two [an hour or two?] I behold, as the sun is setting,
the solitary majesty of Crete, mother of a religion, it is
said, that lived 2000 years .

	

[That was Nobscot surely .]
Onward, and many specks bubble up along the blue
1Egean [these must have been the muskrat-houses in
the meadows], every one [I have no doubt] the monu-
ment of a greater man [being ?] than I am."
The swelling river was belching on a high key, from

ten to eleven . Quite a musical cracking, running like
chain lightning of sound athwart my course, as if the
river, squeezed, thus gave its morning's milk with
music . A certain congealed milkiness in the sound,
like the soft action of piano keys, - a little like the
cry of a pigeon woodpecker, - a-week a-week, etc .
A congealed gurgling, frog-like . As I passed, the ice
forced up by the water on one side suddenly settled
on another with a crash, and quite a lake was formed
above the ice behind me, and my successor two hours
after, to his wonder and alarm, saw my tracks disap-
pear in one side of it and come out on the other. My
seat from time to time is the springy horizontal bough
of some fallen tree which is frozen into the ice, some
old maple that bad blown over and retained some

1 [The brackets in this paragraph are Thoreau's .]
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life for a year after in the water, covered with the
great shaggy perforate parmelia. Lying flat, I quench
my thirst where it is melted about it, blowing aside
the snow-fleas . The great aruudo in the Sudbury
meadows was all level with the ice . There was a great
bay of ice stretching up the Pantry and up Larned
Brook . I looked up a broad, glaring bay of ice at the
last place, tivhich seemed to reach to the base of Nob-
scot and almost to the horizon . Some dead maple or
oak saplings, laud side by side, made my bridges by
which I got oil to the ice along the watery shore . It
was a problem to get off, and another to get on, dry
shod .

	

You are commonly repaid for a longer excur-
sion than usual, and being outdoors all day, by seeing
some rarer bird for the season, as yesterday a great hawk .

Feb . Q .

	

Quite clear and colder, yet it could not
refrain from snowing half an inch more in the night,
whitening the ground now, (is well as the ice .

Brown is again filling his ice-house, which he com-
menced to do some weeks ago .

I got another skate this afternoon, in spite of the
thin coating of snow . This, then, is the fourth day of
this rare skating, though since yesterday noon the slight
whitening of snow has hurt it somewhat .
The river at t i, . ~Ns . has fallen some eight or ten inches .

In some places there are thin flakes of ice standing
on their edges within an inch or two of each other
over more than a quarter of an acre, either ice blown
into that position (which in this case is not likely,
since there is a great deal too much for that surface)
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or crystallized so while the water suddenly ran off
below . There are large tracts of thin white ice, where
the water ran off before it had time to freeze hard
enough to bear .

This last half-inch of snow, which fell in the night, is
just enough to track animals on the ice by . All about
the Hill and Rock I see the tracks of rabbits which have
run back and forth close to the shore repeatedly since
the night .

	

In the case of the rabbit the fore feet are
further apart than the hind ones, the first say four or
five inches to the outside, the last two orthree .i

	

They
are generally not quite regular, but one of the fore
feet a little in advance of the other, and so with one
of the hind feet .

	

'there is an interval of about sixteen
inches between each four tracks . Sometimes they are
in a curve or crescent,

	

A

	

all touching .

	

I saw what
must have been either 4.1'

	

a muskrat's or mink's
track, I think, since it came out of the water,-the
tracks roundish and toes much rayed, four or five
inches apart in the trail, with only a trifle more between
the fore and hind legs,

	

~,_
*L

	

and the mark
of the tail in succes-

	

sive curves as
it struck the ice, thus :

	

Another track
puzzled me, as if a hare had been running like a dog

places .
and touched its tail, - if it had any . This in several

' [Thoreau afterward discovered his mistake and learned that the
hind feet come down outside and in front of the fore feet .]
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Snowed again half an inch more in the evening,
after which, at ten o'clock, the moon still obscured,
I skated on the river and meadows . The water fall-
ing, the ice on the meadow occasionally settles with a
crack under our weight . It is pleasant to feel these
swells and valleys occasioned by the subsidence of
the water, in some cases pretty abrupt . Also to hear
the hollow, rumbling sound in such rolling places on
the meadow where there is an empty chamber beneath,
the water being entirely run out . Our skates make
but little sound in this coating of snow about an inch
thick, as if we had on woollen skates, and we can easily
see our tracks in the night . We seem thus to go faster
than before by day, not only because we do not see
(but feel and imagine) our rapidity, but because of
the impression which the mysterious muffled sound
of our feet makes. In the meanwhile we hear the
distant note of a hooting owl, and the distant rumbling
of approaching or retreating cars sounds like a con-
stant waterfall . Now and then we skated into some
chippy, crackling white ice, where a superficial pud-
dle had run dry before freezing hard, and got a tum-
ble.

Feb . 3 . This morning it is snowing again, as if a
squall . The snow has thus spit on the ice four
since this last skating began on Tuesday, the
wiz . Thursday noon, Thursday evening, Friday
in,, and now Saturday morning. This will deserve
to be called the winter of skating . The heavens thus
spit on the ice as if they had a spite against it . I even

times
30th,
even-
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suspect that the account of the matter may be that
when an atmosphere containing more moisture than
usual is wafted over thus chain of broad ice lakes (es-
pecially the rest of the country being bare of snow)
its moisture is suddenly condensed and frozen, and
there is a spitting of snow . This last flurry lasted an
hour or more, and then it grew colder and windy .
P . 1\I . - Skating through snow .
Skated up the river with T[appa]n in spite of the

snow and wind . It had cleared up_ , but the snow was
on a level strong three quarters of an inch deep (seem-
ingly an inch), but for the most part blown into drifts
three to ten feet wide and much deeper (with bare
intervals) under a strong northwesterly wind . It was
a novel experience, this skating through snow, some-
times a mile without a bare spot, this blustering day .
In many places a crack ran across our course where
the water had oozed out, and the driving snow catch-
ing in it had formed a thick batter with a stifflsh crust
in which we were tripped up and measured our lengths
on the ice . The few thin places were concealed, and
we avoided them by our knowledge of the localities,
though we sometimes saw the air-bubbles of the mid-
channel through the thin ice ; for, the water going down,
the current is increasing and eating its way through
the ice. Sometimes a thicker drift, too, threw us, or
a sudden unevenness in the concealed ice ; but on the
whole the snow was but a slight obstruction . We
skated with much more facility than I had antici-
pated, and I would not have missed the experience
for a good deal .

	

The water, falling rapidly, has left
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a part of the ice in shelves attached to the shore and
to the alders and other trees and bushes, fifteen or
eighteen inches above the general level, with a spongy
or brittle mass of crystals suspended from its under
sides five or six inches deep, or double that of the ice,
looking like lace-work on the side and showing all
kinds of angular geometrical figures when you look down
on it turned bottom up ; as if the water had sunk
:way faster than it could freeze solidly . I think that
in my ice-flakes of the 2d the thin crust of the hori-
zontal ice was blown off and had left these exposed .
Sometimes we had to face a head wind and driving
or blowing snow which concealed the prospect a few
rods ahead, and we made a tedious progress .
We went up the Pantry Meadow above the old

William Wheeler house, in(, came down this meadow
again with the wind and snow dust, spreading our
coat-tails, like birds, though somewhat at the risk of
our necks if we had struck a foul place . I found that
I could sail on a tack pretty well, trimming with my
skirts . Sometimes we had to ,jump suddenly over
some obstacle which the snow had concealed before, to
save our necks .

	

It Nvas worth the while for one to look
hack against the still and wind and see the other sixty
rods off corning, floating down like a graceful demon
in the midst of the broad meadow all covered and lit
with the curling snow-steam, between which you saw
tire ice in clad :, waving streaks, like a mighty river
Orcllana braided of a myriad steaming currents, -
like the dcnion of the st*orrn driving his flocks and
herds before him . In the midst of this tide of curling
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snow-steam, he sweeps and surges this way and that
and comes on like the spirit of the whirlwind .
At Lee's Cliff we made a fire, kindling with white

pine cones, after oak leaves and twigs, -else we had
lost it ; these saved us, for there is a resinous drop
at the point of each scale, - and then we forgot that
we were outdoors in a blustering winter day .
The drifts will probably harden by to-morrow and

make such skating impossible . I was curious to see
how my tracks looked, - what figure I cut, - and
skated back a little to look at it . That little way it
was like this somewhat : -

AdE

somewhat like the shallow snow-drifts .
Looking toward the sun and wind, you saw a broad

river half a mile or more in width, its whole surface
lit and alive with flowing streams of snow, in form
like the steam which curls along a river's surface at
sunrise, and in midst of this moving world sailed
down the skater, majestically, as if on the surface of
water while the steam curled as high as his knees .

Several broad bays open on to this, some of them,
like the Pantry and Larned Brook, two cr more miles
deep .
You scarcely see a bird such a day as this .
Flash go your dry leaves like powder and leave a

few bare and smoking twigs . Then you sedulously
feed a little flame, until the fire takes hold of the solid
wood and establishes itself. What an uncertain and
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negative thing, when it finds nothing to suit its appe-
tite after the first flash! What a positive and inex-
pugnable thing, when it begins to devour the solid
wood with a relish, burning with its own wind! You
must study as long at last how to put it out, as you
did how to kindle it . Close up under some upright
rock, where you scorch the yellow sulphur lichens .
Then cast on some creeping juniper wreaths or hem-
lock boughs to hear them crackle, realizing Scrip-
ture .
Some little boys ten

skaters as I know . They sweep along with a graceful
floating motion, leaning now to this side, then to that,
like a marsh hawk beating the bush .

I still recur in my mind to that skate of the 31st .
I was thus enabled to get a bird's-eye view of the river,
- to survey its length and breadth within a few hours,
connect one part (one shore) with another in my mind,
and realize what was going on upon it from end to
end, -to know the whole as I ordinarily knew a
few miles of it only . I connected the chestnut-tree
house, near the shore in Wayland, with the chimney
house' in Billerica, Pelham's Pond with Nutting's
Pond in Billerica . There is good skating from the
mouth to Saxonville, measuring in a straight line some
twenty-two miles, by the river say thirty now, Con-
cord midwav . It is all the way of one character, - a
inemlow river, or (lead stream, _.Musketicook,-the
abode of muskrats, pickerel, etc ., crossed within these
dozen miles each way, -- or thirty in all, - by some

' Atkinson's?

years old are as handsome
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twenty low wooden bridges, sublicii pontes, connected
with the mainland by willowy causeways . Thus the
long, shallow lakes divided into reaches . These long
causeways all under water and ice now, only the
bridges peeping out from time to time like a dry eyelid .
You must look close to find them in many cases . Mere
islands are they to the traveller, in the waste of water
and ice . Only two villages lying near the river, Con-
cord and Wayland, and one at each end of this thirty
miles .
Haycocks commonly stand only in the Sudbury

meadow. You must beware when you cross the deep,
dark channel between the sunken willow rows, distin-
guishing it from the meadowy sea where the current
is seen eating its way through ; else you may be in
overhead before you know it . I used some bits of wood
with a groove in them for crossing the causeways and
gravelly places, that I need not scratch my skate-
irons .

Minott says that the white rabbit does not make
a hole, - sits under a bunch of dry ferns and the like,
- but that the gray one does . They and the fox love
to come out and lie in the sun .

Feb. 4. Clear and cold and windy ; much colder
than for some time .
Saw this afternoon a very distinct otter-track by the

Rock, at the junction of the two rivers . The separate
foot-tracks were quite round, more than two inches in
diameter, showing the five toes distinctly in the snow,
which was about half an inch deep. In one place,
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where it had crossed last night to Merrick's pasture, its
trail, about six inches wide and of furrows in the snow,
was on one side of its foot-tracks, thus :
and there was about nine inches between
the fore and hind feet [sic] .

	

Close by the
Great Aspen I saw where it had entered
or come out of the water under a shelf of
ice left adhering to a maple . There it
apparently played and slid on the level
ice, making a broad trail as if a shovel had been shoved
along, just eight inches wide, without a foot-track in
it for four feet or more . And again the trail was only
two inches ~vide and between the foot-tracks, which were
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side by side and twenty-two inches apart .

	

It had left
much dung on the ice, soft, yellow, bowel-like, like a gum
that has been chewed in consistency . About the edge
of the hole, where the snow was all rubbed off, was
something white which looked and smelt exactly like
bits of the skin of pouts or eels . Minott tells of one
shot once while eating an eel . Vance saw one this
winter in this town by a brook eating a fish .
The Nvater has now fallen nearly two feet, and those

ice shelves I noticed yesterday, when you go into a
swamp and all along the shore amid the alders, birches,
and maples, look just like ample picnic tables ready
set, two feet high, with often a leaf down or else a
table-cloth hanging, - just like camp tables around
the tent-poles . now covered with snowy napkins .

1855] WEATHER AND THE JOURNAL
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I notice my old skate-tracks like this : -

It is better skating to-day than yesterday . This is the
sixth day of some kind of skating .

Fcb. 5 . It was quite cold last evening, and I saw
the scuttle window reflecting the lamp from a myriad
brilliant points when I went up to bed . It sparkled
as if we lived inside of a cave, but this morning it has
moderated considerably and is snowing . Already one
inch of snow has fallen .

According to Webster, in Welsh a hare is "furze or
gorse-cat ." Also, " Chuk, a word used in calling swine .
It is the original name of that animal, which our an-
cestors brought with them from Persia, where it is
still in use . Pers . chulc," etc . " Sans . sugara . Our
ancestors while in England , adopted the Welsh hwc,
hog ; but chuck is retained in our popular name of wood-
chuck, that is, wood hog."

In a journal it is important in a few words to describe
the weather, or character of the day, as it affects our
feelings . That which was so important at the time
cannot be unimportant to remember .
Day before yesterday the fine snow, blowing over

the meadow in parallel streams between which the
darker ice was seen, looked just like the steam curl-
ing along the surface of a river . In the midst of this,
midleg deep at least, you surged along . It was sur-
prising how, in the midst of all this stationary and
drifting snow, the skate found a smooth and level
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surface over which it glided so securely, with a muffled
rumble . The ice for the last week has reached quite up

into the village, so that you could get on to it just in

the rear of the bank and set sail on skates for any part
of the Concord River valley .
Found Therien cutting down the two largest chest-

nuts in the wood-lot behind where my house was . On
the butt of one about two feet in diameter I counted

seventy-five rings . 'I' . soon after broke his axe in

cutting through a knot in this tree, which he was

cutting up for posts . Ile broke out a piece half an inch
deep . This he says often happens . Perhaps there is
some frost in his ate . Several choppers have broken
their axes to-day .

Feb . 6 .

	

The coldest morning this winter .

	

Our
thermometer stands at - 14° at 9 A. At . ;

	

others, we
hear, at 6 A. m. stood at -18°, at Gorham, N . H.,

-30° . There are no loiterers in the street, and the

wheels of wood wagons squeak as they have not for

a long time, - actually

	

shriek .

	

Frostwork

	

keeps
its place on the window within three feet of the stove
all day in my chamber . At 4 i~ . -ii . the thermometer
is at - 10° ; at six it is at - 14° .
1 was walking at five, and found it stinging cold .

It stung the face . When I look out at the chimneys,
I see that tile cold and lumgr<~ air straps up the smoke
at once . The sncokc is clear and light-colored and does

not get far into the air before it is dissipated (? ), con-
densed . The setting sun no sooner leaves our Nvest
window than a solid but beautiful crystallization coats
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them, except perhaps a triangularish bare spot at
one corner, which perhaps the sun has warmed and
dried . (I believe the saying is that by the 1st of Feb-
ruary the meal and grain for a horse are half out.)
A solid sparkling field in the midst of each pane,
with broad, flowing sheaves surrounding it . It has
been a very mild as well as open winter up to this .
At 9 o'clock P. Ni ., thermometer at - 16° . They say
it did not rise above -6° to-day .

Feb. 7 .

	

The coldest night for a long, long time was
last . Sheets froze stiff about the faces . Cat mewed to
have the door opened, but was at first disinclined to go
out .

	

When she came in at nine she smelt of meadow-
hay. We all took her up and smelled of her, it was so
fragrant . Had cuddled in some barn. People dreaded
to go to bed. The ground cracked in the night as if
a powder-mill had blown up, and the timbers of the
house also . My pail of water was frozen in the morn-
ing so that I could not break it. Must leave many buttons
unbuttoned, owing to numb fingers . Iron was like
fire in the hands .

	

Thermometer at about 7.30 A . 11 .
gone into the bulb, -19° at least . The cold has stopped
the clock . Every bearded man in the street is a gray-
beard . Bread, meat, milk, cheese, etc., etc., all frozen .
See the inside of your cellar door all covered and
sparkling with frost like Golconda . Pity the poor
who have not a large wood-pile .

	

The latches are white
with frost, and every nail-head in entries, etc ., has a
white cap . The chopper hesitates to go to the woods.
Yet I see S . W

	

stumping past, three quarters of
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a mile, for his morning's dram . Neighbor Smith's
thermometer stood at -Q6° early this morning . But
this day is at length more moderate than yesterday .
R . Rice says that alewives used to go into Pelham

Pond, -that you may go up Larned Brook and so
into the pond by a ditch . His brother James skated
from Sudbury to Billerica and by canal to Charles-
town and back . He used to see where the otter had
slid at Ware (Weir?) Hill, a rod down the steep bank,
as if a thousand times, it was so smooth . After a thick
snow had been falling in the river and formed a slosh
on the surface, he could tell whether otter had been
at work, by the holes in this slosh or snowy water
where they had put up their heads while fishing . The
surface would be all dotted with them. Ile had known
musquash to make a canal to keep the water from
freezing, a foot wide . Thinks otter make their track
by drawing themselves along by the fore feet, obliterat-
ing the track of their feet . But may not the tail suf-
fice to do this in light snow? Had seen a fox catch-
ing mice in a meadow . He would jump up and come
down on a tussock, and then look round over the
edge to see if lie had scared any rnice out of it . Two
frog hawks (white rump and slaty wings, rather small
hawk) have their nest regularly at his place in Sud
bury .

	

He once saw one - the male, he thinks -
come along from the meadow with a frog in his claws .
As lie flew up toNvard and over the wood where the other
was setting, he uttered a peculiar cry and, the other
darting out, lie let the frog drop two or three rods
through the air, which the other caught .
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Ile spoke of the Dunge Hole, meaning that deep
hollow and swamp by the road from the Wheelers'
to White Pond . This probably the same that is re-
ferred to in the Town Records . Showed me a bunch-
ing up of the twigs of a larch from his swamp, per-
fectly thick, two feet in diameter, forty feet up a tree .
This principle extends apparently to all the evergreens .
You could not begin to see through this, though all
the leaves of course are off.
Though the cold has been moderate to-day com-

pared with yesterday, it has got more into the houses
and barns, and the farmers complain more of it while
attending to their cattle . This, i. e . yesterday, the 6th,
will be remembered as the cold Tuesday . The old
folks still refer to the Cold Friday, when they sat before
great fires of wood four feet long, with a fence of blan-
kets behind them, and water froze on the mantelpiece .
But they say this is as cold as that was.

Feb . 8 . Commenced snowing last evening about
7 o'clock, - a fine, dry snow, - and this morning
it is about six inches deep and still snows a little .
Continues to snow finely all day .

Feb. 9 . Snowed harder in the night and blowed
considerably . It is somewhat drifted this morning .
A very fine and dry snow, about a foot deep on a level .
It stands on the top of our pump about ten inches
deep, almost a perfect hemisphere, or half of an ellipse .

It snows finely all day, making about twice as much
as we have had on the ground before this winter.
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Tree sparrows, two or three only at once, come into
the yard, the first I have distinguished this winter .
I notice that the snow-drifts on the windows, as you
see the light through them, are stratified, showing
undulating, equidistant strata, apparently as more or
less dense (maybe more or less coarse and damp), -
alternately darker and lighter strata . I was so sure
this storm would bring snowbirds into the yard that
I went to the window at ten to look for them, and
there they were . Also a downy woodpecker - perhaps
a hairy -- flitted high across the street to an elm
in front of the house and commenced assiduously
tapping, his head going like a hammer .

	

The snow is
so light and dry that it rises like spray or foam before
the legs of the horses . They dash it before them up-
ward like water . It is a handsome sight, a span of
horses at a little distance dashing through it, especially
coming toward you . It falls like suds around their
legs . Why do birds come into the yards in storms
almost alone? Are they driven out of the fields and
woods for their subsistence? Or is it that all places
are wild to them in the storm? It is very dark in cellars,
the windows being covered with snow .
P. 1I . - Up river to Hubbard's Swamp and Wood .
The river and meadow are concealed under a foot

of snow . I cannot tell when I am on it . It would be
dangerous for a stranger to travel across the country
now . The snow is so dry that, though I go through
drifts up to my middle, it. falls off at once and does
not adhere to and damp my clothes at all . All over this
swamp I find that the ice, upheld by the trees and
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shrubs, stands some two feet above the ground, the
water having entirely run out beneath, and as I go
along the path, not seeing any ice in snow a foot deep,
it suddenly sinks with a crash for a rod around me,
snow and all, and, stooping, I look through a dry
cellar from one to two feet deep, in some places pretty
dark, extending over the greater part of the swamp,
with a perfectly level ceiling composed of ice one to
two inches thick, surmounted by a foot of snow, and
from the under side of the ice there depends from four
to six inches a dense mass of crystals, so that it is a
most sparkling grotto . You could have crawled round
under the ice and snow all over the swamp quite
dry, and I saw where the rabbits, etc ., had entered
there . In another swamp, where the trees were larger
and further apart, only about one half the ice was held
up in this manner, in tables from a few feet to a rod
in diameter, so that it was very difficult walking .
In the first place, as I was walking along the path,
the first I knew down went the whole body of the snow
for a rod, and I saw into a dark cavern yawning about
me. I should think this ice by its strain and fall would
injure the young trees and bushes ; many are barked
by it . And so it melts and wastes away, tumbling
down from time to time with a crash . Those crystals
were very handsome, and tinkled when touched like
bits of tin . I saw a similar phenomenon February
4th, on a smaller scale . The snow is so dry that but
little lodges on the trees .

I saw very few tracks to-day . It must be very hard
for our small wild animals to get along while the snow is
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so light. Not only the legs but the whole body of some
- a skunk, for example, I think- sinks in it and leaves
its trail .

	

They must drag themselves bodily through it .
Saw F. linarias.
Elsewhere we hear the snow has been much

than here .
deeper

Feb . 10 . 1'. -I . -To Walden .
A fine, dear day .

	

There is a glare of light from the
fresh, unstained surface of the snow, so that it pains
the eyes to travel toward the sun .

I go across Walden . 1\1y shadow is very ))Inc . It
is especially blue when there is a bright sunlight on
pure white snow . It suggests that there may be some-
thing divine, something celestial, in me.

Silas Hosmer tells me that a wild deer
in Northboro this winter .

In many places the edges of drifts are
curving, almost a complete circle,

	

reflecting a blue
color from within like blue-tinted _P shells .
I hear the faint metallic chirp of a tree sparrow in

the yard from time to time, or perchance the mew of
a linaria . It is worth the while to let some pigweed
grow in your garden, if only to attract these wintei
visitors . It would be a pity to have these weeds burned
in the fall . 01-' the former I see in the winter but three
or four commonly at a time ; of the latter, large flocks .
This in and after considerable snow-storms .

Since this deeper snow, the landscape is in some re-
spects more wintry than before ; the rivers and roads
are more concealed than they have been, and billows

was killed

sharp and
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of snow succeed each other across the fields and roads,
like an ocean waste .

Feb . 11 . P . M .-To J . Dugan's via Tommy
Wheeler's .
The atmosphere is very blue, tingeing the distant

pine woods . The dog scared up some partridges out
of the soft snow under the apple trees in the Tommy
Wheeler orchard .

Smith's thermometer early this morning at - 29,° ;
ours at 8 A. n7 . - 10° .

Feb . 12 . All trees covered this morning with a hoar
frost, very handsome looking toward the sun, - the
ghosts of trees . Is not this what was so blue in the
atmosphere yesterday afternoon?
P. M. - To Walden .
A very pleasant and warm afternoon . There is a

softening of the air and snow . The eaves run fast
on the south side of houses, and, as usual in this state
of the air, the cawing of crows at a distance and the
crowing of cocks fall on the air with a peculiar soft-
ness and sweetness ; they come distinct and echoing
musically through the pure air . What are those crows
about, which I see from the railroad causeway in the
middle of a field where no grass appears to rise above
the snow, - apparently feeding ?

	

I observe no mouse
tracks in the fields and meadows .

	

The snow is so light
and deep that they have run wholly underneath, and
I see in the fields here and there a little hole in the
crust where they have come to the surface . In Trillium
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Woods I ,see, as usual, where a squirrel has scratched
along from tree to tree . His tracks cease at the foot
of a pine, up which he has asccuded within these few
hours . IIe may be concealed now amid the thickest
foliage . It is very pleasant to stand now in a high
pine wood where the sun shines in amid the pines and
hemlocks and maples as in a warm apartment . I see
at Warren's Crossing ,where, last night perhaps, some
partridges rested in this light, dry, deep snow . They
must have been almost completely buried . They
have left their traces at the bottom . They are such
holes as would be made by crowding their bodies in
backwards, slanting-wise, while perhaps their heads
were left out . '1'he dog scared them out of similar
holes yesterday in the open orchard . I watched for
a long time two chickadee-like birds, - only, I thought,
a good deal larger, - which kept ascending the pitch
pines spirally from the bottom like the nuthatch . They
had the markings and the common faint note of the
chickadee, yet they looked so large and confined
themselves so to the trunk that I cannot but feel still
some doubt about them . They had black chins, as
-well as top of head ; tail, black above ; back, slate ;
sides, dirty-white or creamy ; breast, etc ., white .

Set a trap iii the woods for wild mice. I saw where
they had run over the snow, making a slight im-
pression, thus :

	

_

	

_

	

the tracks some five
inches apart,

	

frequently with a
very distinct mark of' the tail .

	

These tracks commonly
came together soon and made one beaten trail where
two or three had passed, or one several times ; as if
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they had hopped along, two, three, or four in company .
The whole trail would be five or six inches wide .
Under the birches, where the snow is covered with

birch seeds and scales, I see the fine tracks, undoubt-
edly of linarias . The track of one of these birds in the
light surface looks like a chain, or the ova of toads.
Where a large flock has been feeding, the whole sur-
face is scored over by them .

Feb . 13 .

	

10 n. Nr . - To Walden Woods.
Not cold ; sky somewhat overcast .
The tracks of partridges are more remarkable in

this snow than usual, it is so light, being at the same
time a foot deep . I see where one has waddled along
several rods, making a chain-like track about three
inches wide (or two and a half), and at the end has
squatted in the snow, making a perfectly smooth and
regular oval impression, like the bowl of a spoon,
five inches wide . Then, six inches beyond this, are the
marks of its wings where it struck the snow on each
side when it took flight . It must have risen at once
without running . In one place I see where one, after
running a little ,way, has left four impressions of its
wings on the snow on each side extending eigbteen

in width
In one
case al-
most the
entire
wing was
distinctly

or twenty inches and twelve or fifteen
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impressed, eight primaries and five or six secondaries .
In one place, when alighting, the primary quills, five
of them, have marked the snow for a foot. I see
where many have dived into the snow, apparently last
night, on the side of a shrub oak hollow . In four
places they have passed quite underneath it for more
than a foot ; in one place, eighteen inches . They
appear to have (lived or burrowed into it, then passed
along a foot or more underneath and squatted there,
perhaps, with their heads out, and have invariably left
much dung at the end of this hole . I scared one from
its hole only half a rod in front of me now at 11 a . M.
These holes seen sidewise look thus :-

It is evidently a hardy
bird, and in the above
respects, too, is like the

rabbit, which squats under a brake or bush on the snow .
I see the traces of the latter in hollows in the snow in
such places, - their forms.

In the Journal of the Rev . William Adams (after-
ward settled in Dedham), written apparently in and
about Cambridge, Mass . (lie graduated in 1671 at
Cambridge), he says under "Dece 1 " (1670), "This
day was the first flight of snow this winter it being
hardly over shoes ." And 1671, November "c24 . The
first great snow this winter being almost knee deep."
Mist . (_.'oil ., 4th Series, vol . i .)
An English antiquarian says, " May-Flower was a

very favorite name with English seamen, and given
by them to vessels from almost every port. in England ."
(Ibid . p . S:> .,)
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" Hurts " is an old English word used in heraldry,

where, according to Bailey, it is "certain balls resem-
bling hurtle berries."
One of these pigweeds in the yard lasts the snow-

birds all winter, and after every new storm they re-
visit it . How inexhaustible their granary!
To resume the subject of partridges, looking further

in an open place or glade amid the shrub oaks and low
pitch pines, I found as many as twenty or thirty places
where partridges had lodged in the snow, apparently
the last night or the night before . You could see com-
monly where their bodies had first struck the snow
and furrowed it for a foot or two, and six inches wide,
then entered and gone underneath two feet and rested
at the further end, where the manure is left . Is it not
likely that they remain quite under the snow there,
and do not put their heads out till ready to start? In
many places they walked along before they went
under the snow . They do not go under deep, and the
gallery they make is mostly filled up behind them,
leaving only a thin crust above . Then invariably,
just beyond this resting-place, you could see the marks
made by their wings when they took their departure :
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In the same place
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These distinct impressions made by their wings, in the
pure snow, so common on all hands, though the bird
that made it is gone and there is no trace beyond,
affect me like some mystic Oriental symbol, - the
winged globe or what-not, -as if made by a spirit. In
some places you would see a furrow and hollow in the
snow where there was no track for rods around, as if a
large snowball or a cannon-ball had struck it, where ap
parently the birds had not paused in their flight.

	

It is
evidently a regular thing with them thus to lodge in the
snow .

	

Their tracks, when perfectly distinct, are seen to
be almost in one straight line thus, trailing the middle toe

about five inches
apart . In one

place I saw where one had evidently trailed the tips of
the wings, making two distinct lines five or six inches
apart, one on each side the foot-tracks ; probably made
by a male .

many great tracks
white rabbit . The earliest, made while the
very soft, were very large and shapeless,
like the marks made by snow falling from
More recent ones had settled and broken
crust around them, leaving a large
distinct track N-,-as like this :
tracks, which arc the largest, krc-

	

' ~,i
two and a half inches in diam-
the whole trac]c of the four
one foot long.' These impres-
slight (then(', distinct) it is hard
heavy all anirnal made them .

(se(, footnote, {). 1133 .1
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theof
snow was
somewhat
the trees .
the slight

indentation . The
the front
ing about
eter, and
feet often
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I see where the squirrels have been eating the pitch

pine cones since the last snow .

Feb. 14 . Another rather warm morning, still more
overcast than yesterday's . There is also another leaf
or feather frost on the trees, weeds, and rails, - slight
leaves or feathers, a quarter to a half inch long by an
eighth wide, standing out around the slightest core .
I think it is owing to the warmer nights . At nine last
evening and at nine this morning, the thermometer
stood at 20° . These ghosts of trees are very handsome
and fairy-like, but would be handsomer still with the
sun on them, - the thickened, clubbed tansy and the
goldenrods, etc., and the golden willows of the railroad
causeway, with spiring tops shaped like one of the
frost leaves, and the white telegraph-wire, and the
hoary sides of pine woods .
That cold weather of the 6th and 7th was preceded

by two days (the 4th and .5th) much colder weather
than we had been having . It moderated sufficiently
to snow again on the evening of the 7th and the 8th and
9th .

	

On the morning of the 11th was down to - 22° .
Aunt Louisa says that her cousin Nahum Jones, son

to that Nathan whom her mother and sisters visited
with her down east, carried a cat to the West Indies,
sold his vessel there ; and though the same vessel did
not return, and he came back in another vessel without
the cat, the cat got home to Gouldsboro somehow,
unaccountably, about the same time that he did .
Captain Woodard told her that he carried the same
cat three times round the world .
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I said to Therien, "You did n't live at Smith's last
summer . Where did you live ? At Baker's?"

	

"Yes,"
said he .

	

" Well, is that a, good

	

place ? "

	

" Oh, Yes ."
" Is that a better place than Smith's ? "

	

" Oh, a change
of pasture makes a fatter calf."

Feb . 15 .

	

Commenced a fine half snow half rain yes-
terdav afternoon . All rain and harder in the night,
and now quite a thaw, still raining finely, with great

dark puddles amid the snow, and the cars detained by

wet rails .

	

Does not a thaw succeed that blue atmos-
phere observed on the

	

11th ? - a

	

thaw, as well

	

as
warmer nights and hoar frosts

All day a steady, warm, imprisoning rain carrying
off the snow, not unmusical on my roof . It is a rare
time for the student and reader who cannot go abroad
in the afternoon, provided he can keep awake, for
we are wont to be drowsy as cats in such weather .
Without, it is not walking but wading . It is so
long since I have heard it that the steady, soaking,
rushing sound of the rain on the shingles is musical.
The fire needs no ,replenishing, and we save our fuel .
It seems like a distant forerunner of spring . It is be-
cause I am allied to the elements that the sound of the
rain is thus soothing to me. The sound soaks into my
spirit, as the water into the earth, reminding me of the
season -,°hen snow and ice will be no more, when the
earth will be thawed and drink up the rain as fast as it
falls .

Ftb . 16 . Still rains a little this morning . Water
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at the Mill-Dam higher than ever since the new block
was built-or longer . Ground half bare, but frozen
and icy yet .
P. M. - To Cliff via Spanish Brook.
A thick fog without rain . Sounds sweet and musi-

cal through this air, as crows, cocks, and striking on
the rails at a distance . In the woods by the Cut, in this
soft air, under the pines draped with mist, my voice
and whistling are peculiarly distinct and echoed back
to me, as if the fog here a ceiling which made this
hollow an apartment . Sounds are not dissipated and
lost in the immensity of the heavens above you, but
your voice, being confined by the fog, . is distinct, and
you hear yourself speak . It is a good lichen day . Every
crust is colored and swollen with fruit, and C . is
constantly using his knife and filling his pockets with
specimens . I have caught a mouse at last, inhere were
tracks like those of February 12th, but it is eaten
half up, apparently by its fellow (? ) . All the flesh is
eaten out and part of the skin ; one fore foot eaten
off, but the entrails left. No wonder we do not find
their dead bodies in the woods. The rest of the trap
is not moved or sprung, and there is no track of a
large animal or bird in the snow . It naa? have been
a weasel . The sand is flowing fast in forms of vege-
tation in the Deep Cut . The fog is so thick we cannot
see the engine till it is almost upon us, and then its
own steam, hugging the earth, greatly increases the
mist . As usual, it is still more dense over the ice at
the pond .
The ground is more than half bare, especially in
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open fields and level evergreen woods.' It is pleasant
to see there the bright evergreens of the forest floor,
undimmed by the snow, -the wintergreen, the great-
leaved pyrola, the shin-leaf, the rattlesnake-plantain,
and the Ivcopodiums . I see where probably rabbits
have nibbled off the leaves of the wintergreen . It is
pleasant to see elsewhere, in fields and on banks, so
many green radical leaves only half killed by the winter.

Are those little scratches across pallescent lichens which

C. notices made by squirrels ?
I find in the leavings of the partridges

ends of twigs . They are white with them,
an inch long and stout in proportion . Perhaps they
are apple twigs . The bark (and bud, if there was any)
has been entirely digested, leaving the bare, white,

hard wood of the twig . Some of the ends of apple twigs
looked as if they had been bitten off . It is surprising
what a quantity of this wood they swallow with their
buds . What a hardy bird, born amid the dry leaves,
of the same color with them, that, grown up, lodges
in the snow and lives on buds and twigs! Where apple
buds are just freshly bitten off they do not seem to
have taken so much twig with them .
The drooping oak leaves show more red

pines this wet day, - agreeably so, - and
if I stood a little nearer to the heart of nature .
The mouse is so much torn that I cannot

length of the body and its markings exactly .

numerous
some half

amid the
1 feel as

get the
Entire

' Goes on melting till there is only a little icy snow left on north
of hills in woods on the loth of March, and then is whitened
again .
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length, 8 inches ; ' length of head to base of ears, 1
inch ; body, 3 (?) ; tail, 3L . Brown or reddish-brown
above ; white beneath ; fur slate above and beneath ;
tail also darker above, light beneath ; feet white ;
hind legs longest, say 1 1, inches long ; fore 4 ; hind
foot more than 4 inch long ; five toes on hind feet,
four on front, with rudiment of thumb without claw,
with little white protuberances on the soles of all ;
ears large, almost bare, thin, slaty-colored, inch
long on outside ; upper jaw 14 -1- inch longer than lower ;
tail round, hairy, gradually tapering, dimly ringed ;
longest mustachios f inches ; incisors varnish or dry
maple-wood color .' From Emmons's account I should
think it the Arvicola Emmonsii of De Kay, or deer
mouse, which is thought a connecting link between the
Arvicola and Gerbillus . The Gerbillus is the only other
described much like it, and that is a "yellowish cream
color " beneath .
Where snow is left on banks I see the galleries of

mice (?) or moles (?) unroofed . The mouse I caught
had come up through the snow by the side of a shrub
oak, run along a rod, and entered again, i . c . before
I set the trap.

Feb. 17 . It is still cloudy and a very fine rain . The
river very high, one inch higher than the evening of
January 31st. The bridge at Sam Barrett's caved
in ; also the Swamp Bridge on back road . Muskrats
driven out . Heard this morning, at the new stone bridge,
from the hill, that singular springlike note of a bird

' Probably an inch too much .

	

' Vide Feb . 20.
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which I heard once before one year about this time
(under hair Haven Hill) . The ja;vs were uttering their
unusual notes, and this made one think of a woodpecker .
It reminds me of the pine warbler, wetter wetter wetter
wetter vet, except that it is much louder, and I should
say had the sound of 1 rather than t, - veller, etc .,
perhaps . Can it be a jay? or a pig[con] woodpecker?
Is it not the earliest springward note of a bird? In
the damp misty air .
Was waked up last night by the tolling of a bell

about 11 o'clock, as if a child had hold of the rope .
Dressed and went abroad in the wet to see if it was a
fire . It seems the town clock was out of order, and
the striking part ran down and struck steadily for
fifteen minutes . If it had not been so near the end of
the week, it might have struck a good part of the night .
P . '.\I .-A riparial excursion over further railroad

bridge ; return by Flint's Bridge .
At 2 P . -\i . the water at the Sam Wheeler Bridge is

three inches above straight truss, or two niches higher
than at 9 n . M. The ice is not broken over the
channel of this stream, but is lifted up and also for a
good distance over the meadows, but, for a broad
space over the mcado-,vs on each side, the freshet stands
over the ice, which is flat on the bottom . It rains but
a trifle this afternoon, but the snow which is left is
still melting . The water is just beyinniny to be over
the road beyond this stone bridge . The road beyond
the opposite, or Wood's, bridge is already impassable
to foot-travellers .

I see no musky;is is the Assabet from the Tommy
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Wheeler bank. Perhaps they provided themselves
holes at the last freshet . It is running over both sides
of Derby's Bridge for a dozen rods (each side), as
over a clam . The ice in the middle of this stream is
for the most part broken up . Great cakes of ice are
wedged against the railroad bridge there, and still
threaten its existence . They are about twenty feet in
diameter and some twenty inches thick, of greenish
ice, more or less tilted up and commonly another, if
not two more, of equal size, forced directly under-
neath the first by the current . They stretch quite
across the river, and, being partly tilted up against the
spiles of the bridge, exert a tremendous power upon
it . They form a dam between and over which the water
falls, so that it is fully ten inches higher on the upper
side of the bridge than on the lower . Two maples a
little above the bridge - one a large one- have been
levelled and carried off by the ice . The track-repairers
have been at work here all day, protecting the bridge.
They have a man on the ice with a rope round his
body, - the other end in their hands, - who is crack-
ing off the corners of the cakes with a crowbar . One
great cake, as much as a dozen rods long, is slowly
whirling round just above the bridge, and from time
to time an end is borne against the ice which lies against
the bridge . The workmen say that they had cleared
the stream here before dinner, and all this had collected
since. (Now 3 P . At .) If Derby's Bridge should yield
to the ice which lies against it, this would surely be
swept off .

	

They say that three (?) years ago the whole
of the east end of the bridge was moved some six inches,
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rails and all . Waded through `eater in the road for
eight or ten rods, beyond Loring's little bridge . It
was a foot deep this morning on the short road that
leads to Heywood's house . I had to go a quarter of
a mile up the meadow there and clown the college
road . Sam Barrett's bridge is entirely covered and
has slumped. The'v cross a broad bay in a boat there.
I went over on the string-piece of the dam above . It
is within eight or nine inches of the top of the little
bridge this side of Flint's Bridge at .5 .30 i~ . Ni . So,
though it is within five and a half inches of where it
was three years ago in the spring at the new stone
bridge, it is not so high comparatively here . The fact
is, the water is in each case dammed not only by the
bridges and causeways but by the ice, so that it stands
at as ma -ciy levels as there are causeways . It is per-
haps about a foot lover at Flint's Bridge now, than
when it stood where it sloes now at the new stone bridge
three years ago . So that a metre at one point alone
will not enable you to compare the absolute height or
quantity of water at different seasons and under dif-
ferent circumstances . Such a metre is the more to be
relied on in proportion as a river is free from obstruc-
tions, such as ice, causeways, bridges, etc .
Everywhere now in the fields you see a green water

standing over ice in the hollows . Sometimes it is a
very delicate tint of green . Would this water look
green on any white ground? It is commonly yellow
on ineado'kvs iii spring . The highway surveyor is on
the alert to see what damage the freshet has done .
As they could not dig in the frozen ground, they have
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upset a cartload of pitch pine boughs into the hole at
the Swamp Bridge .

Feb. 18 .

	

8 A. m . - Water four and three quarters
inches above truss, nearly two inches higher than yes-
terday at ~! r . i\i . It may have risen one inch higher
during the day, then went down. Surface of ground
and snow slightly frozen ; no flowing now . At 9 n . n .

out ; rather warm ; sunlight peculiarly
spring-suggesting . Mountains in horizon
the wooded parts, with snow below and

sun comes
yellow and
dark-blue,
between .

P. M. -To Great Meadows and around Beck
Stove's .
A clear bright day, though with passing clouds, -

the clouds darker by contrast with the bright sky, -
the first since the evening of the 14th . Now for the
first time decidedly there is something spring-suggest-
ing in the air and light . Though not particularly warm,
the light of the sun (now travelling so much higher)
on the russet fields, - the ground being nearly all
bare, -and on the sand and the pines, is suddenly
yellower . It is the earliest day-breaking of the year.
We now begin to look decidedly forward and put
the winter behind us . We begin to form definite plans
for the approaching spring and summer. I look over
a parti-colored landscape of russet fields and white
snow-patches, as in former spring days . Some of the
frost has come out, and it is very wet and muddy cross-
ing the plowed fields, -as filthy walking as any in
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the year . You have the experience of wading birds
that get their living on the flats when the tide has
gone down and leave their tracks there, but you are
cheered by the sight of some radical greenness . The
legions of light have poured into the plain in over-
whelming numbers, and the winter darkness will not
recover the ground it has lost . I listen ever for some-
thing springlike in the notes of birds, some peculiar
tinkling notes .
Now and through the winter I am attracted by the

reddish patches on the landscape where there is a
dense growth of young white birches, the bark of the
young shoots .

Neither the main stream nor meadows are decidedly
broken up by the thaw and rise ; only there are great
open places in the meadows, where you observe the
ripple of water still in the mornings, the cold is so
much relaxed, and the ice that belonged is superim-
posed in great cakes upon the still firmly frozen parts .
On the Great Fields I see an acre of
feathery grass in tufts two feet high .
fleet the pellowcr light .

I see pitch pine cones two years old
felled trees, two to six together recurved, in the last
case closely crowded and surrounding the twig in a
ring, forming very rich-looking clusters eight to ten
inches from the extremitv, and, -,vithin two or three
inches of the extremity, maybe one or two small ones
of the last year. Low down on twigs around the trunks
of old trees, in(] sometimes on the trunk itself, you
see old grav cones which have only opened or blos-

a straw-colored
These too re-

still closed on
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somed at the apex, covered with lichens ; which have
lost their spines .
A man came to our house at noon and got some-

thing to cat, who set out this morning to go from Wal-
tham to Noah Wheeler's in Nine Acre Corner . He got
as far as Lee's Bridge on the edge of Lincoln, or within
three quarters of a mile of Wheeler's, and could not
get over the river on account of the freshet ; so he
came round through Concord village, - he might
have come by the railroad a little nearer, -and I
directed him over the railroad bridge, the first by
which he could cross dry-shod down the stream, 'and
up-stream he would have been obliged to go to Saxon-
ville . Thus he had to go eight miles round instead of
three quarters of a mile direct, and in the whole about
double the usual distance from Waltham . It was
probably over the road also at Nut Meadow Brook.
The river thus opposes a serious obstacle to travellers
from southeast to northwest for some twenty miles
of its course at least, above and below Concord. No
doubt hundreds have been put to great inconvenience
by it within a day or two . Even travellers in wagons
are stopped at many of these causeways . If they were
raised two feet the trouble would be in great part,
the danger wholly, obviated . There should at least
be provided a ferry for foot-passengers at each cause-
way, at the expense of the town, and the traveller
could blow a horn to call the ferryman over. You
will see a man carrying a child over a causeway on his
back .

After a thaw old tracks in the snow, from basso,
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alto relievo.' The snow which was originally
compressed and hardened beneath the feet, -also,
perhaps, by the influence of the sun and maybe rain,
- being the last, to melt, becomes protuberant, the
highest part and most lasting . That part of the snow
compressed and solidified under the feet remains
nearly at the same level . The track becomes a raised
almost icy type . How enduring these trails! How
nature clings to these types . The track even of small
animals like a skunk will outlast a considerable
thaw .
Why do laborers so commonly turn

more than the class still called gentlemen, apparently
pushing themselves along by the sides of their feet?
I think you can tell the track of a clown from that`
of a gentleman, though he should wear a gentleman's
boots .

become
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out their feet

Feb. 19 . Rufus IIosmer says that in the year 18 0 ( ? )
there was so smooth and strong an icy crust on a very
deep snow that you could skate everywhere over the
fields and for the most part over the fences . Sam Potter's
father, moving into town, turned off into the fields
with a four(?)-horse team as soon as be had crossed
Wood's Bridge and went directly across to Deacon
Hubbard's . When Wood's Bridge was carried off up-
stream, it was landed against Hubbard's land . Showed
me where his grandfather, Nathan IIosmer, who lived
in the old house still standing on Com~ntum, was drowned

' 1The antithesis intended was intaglio and rilievo, of course, not
low and high relief .]
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when crossing the river on the
below the bridge since built .
Many will complain of my lectures that they are

transcendental . "Can't understand them." "Would
you have us return to the savage state?" etc ., etc . A
criticism true enough, it may be, from their point of
view. But the fact is, the earnest lecturer can speak
only to his like, and the adapting of himself to his
audience is a mere compliment which he pays them.
If you wish to know how I think, you must endeavor
to put yourself in my place . If you wish me to speak
as if I were you, that is another affair .

I think it was about a week ago that I saw some dead
honey-bees on the snow .
The water is about a foot deep on the Jimmy Miles

road . E . Conant thinks that the Joe Miles causeway
is rather worse than Hubbard's in respect to water .
Rice and some others always say "cassey" for cause-
way . Conant was cutting up an old pear tree which
had blown down by his old house on Conantum. This
and others still standing, and a mulberry tree whose
stump remains, were set anciently with reference to
a house which stood in the little .~peach orchard near
by . The only way for Conant to come to town when
the water is highest is by Tarbell's and Wood's on the
stone bridge, about a mile and a half round .

It is true when there is no snow we cannot so easily
see the birds, nor they the weeds .

ice from town, just

Feb. Q0 . I have caught another of those mice of
February 16th and secured it entire, - a male .



Hind legs the longest, though only the feet, about
three quarters of an inch in length, are exposed, with-
out the fur . Of the fore legs a little more is exposed
than the hands, or perhaps four to five eighths of an
inch, clays concealed in tufts of white hair . The upper
jaw projects about half an inch beyond the lower. The
whole upper parts are brown, except the cars, from the
snout to the tip of the tail, - dark-brown on the top o£
the head and back and upper side of the tail, reddish-
brown or fawn or fox (?) colored on the sides . Tail
hairy and obscurely ringed . The whole lower parts
white, including the neat white feet and under side
of tail. The irregular waving line along the sides,
forming the boundary between the brown and the
white, very sharply defined from side of the snout to
the tip of the tail . Above brown, beneath white very
decidedly . The brown of the sides extends down by a
triangular point to the last joint or foot of the fore
legs and to the same or heels of the hind ones, or you
may say the white of the belly extends upward on the
sides between the legs in a broad bay . The cars are
large, broad and roundish, five eighths of an inch
long, ash or slate-colored, thin and bare except at base .
The reddish brown and the white are the striking
colors . It is in the attitude of hopping, its thighs
drawn up and concealed in the fur and its long hind
feet in the same plan( , with its buttocks, while the short
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fore feet appear like hands . Fur dark slate, and.,r
both brown and white hair. The droppings black,
say one sixth inch long, cylindrical . Some of the whisk-
ers are dark, some whitish . It has a rather large
head, apparently curving forward or downward.' A
very slight and delicate tinge of yellowish beneath be-
tween the fore legs .

It is undoubtedly the Arvicola. Enz.morcsii of De Kay.
It is a very pretty and neat little animal for a mouse,
with its wholesome reddish-brown sides distinctly
bounding on its pure white belly, neat white feet,
large slate-colored ears which suggest circumspection
and timidity, - ready to earth itself on the least sound
of danger, - long tail, and uuonerous whiskers . This
was caught in a dry and elevated situation, amid shrub
oaks . It apparently, like the other, came up through
a hole in the snow at the foot of a shrub oak (Quercus
ilicifolia) .

This tawny or reddish-brown color which belongs
to the king of beasts and to the deer, singular that it
should extend to this minute beast also! z
A strong wind drying the earth which has been so

very wet. The sand begins to be dry in spots on the
railroad causeway . The northerly wind blows me
along, and when I get to the cut I hear it roaring in
the woods, all reminding me of lilarch, March. The
sides of the cut are all bare of snow, and the sand
foliage is dried up . It is decided March weather,
and I see from my window the bright-blue water here
and there between the ice and on the meadow.

` Vide Mar. 12th .

	

z Vide [1) . 202] .

	

Vide Mar. loth .
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Whole length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61, inches
Head, from the nose to the ears . . . . . . . . . f inch
Tail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . 3,1 inches
Longest of the whiskers . . . . . . . . . . . 18' "
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The quadrupeds which I know that we have here
in Concord are (vide Emmons, p . 5) :-

Of Order

	

Family

CARNIVORA . - VESPERTiLIONID :I-1.

RODENTIA

One . Have we more
of the three in the
State?

iNIUSCaD.F
(altered to _1IIIRIDU on Arvicola hirsutus,
p . 59)

	

Meadow Mouse,
probably . (His
albo-rufescens only a
variety- according
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to Audubon and
Bachman .)

Arvicola Emmonsii.'
Mus mmculus, Com-
mon Mouse .

Mus rattus (? ), Black
Rat .

Mw decumanus,
Wharf Rat, Brown
Rat.

Arctomys monax,
Woodchuck .

Sciurus leucotis, Little
Gray Squirrel .

Sciurus Iludsonius .
Sciurus striatus .
Pteromys vvlueella .
Have we the Gerbillus

Canadensis, Jump-
ing mouse?

According to this we have at least twenty-one and
perhaps twenty-six quadrupeds, -five and possibly
six families of the Order Ca,rnivora, and three families
of the Order Rodentia ; none of the Order Ruminantia .
Nearly half of our quadrupeds belong to the Muridce,
or Rat Family, and a quarter of them to the Mustelidce,
or Weasel Family . Some, though numerous, are rarely
seen, as the wild mice and moles . Others are very
rare, like the otter and raccoon . The striped squirrel
is the smallest quadruped that we commonly notice
in our walks in the woods, and we do not realize,
especially in summer, when their tracks are not visible,
that the aisles of the wood are threaded by countless

I MW leucopus.

SORICIDA;
,rALPIDn:

Have we any?
Condylura longicau-

data, Star-nose
Mole . Have we
not another of the
three moles?

URSID~: Procyon lotor, the
Raccoon .

CANID.T Vulpes fulvue .
AI.USTELIDns Mustela martes, Pine

lbtarten .
Putorius vison, the

Mink .
Putorius vulgaris,
Reddish Weasel .

Putorius Novebora-
censis, Ermine
Weasel .

Lutra Canadensis;
Otter .

Mephitis Americana .
CASTORIDE Fiber zibethicus.
LEPORID.1, Lepus Annerieanus .

Lepus Virginianw.
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wild mice, and no more that the meadows are swarm-
ing in many places with meadow mice and moles .
The cat brings in a mole from time to time, and we
see where they have heaved up the soil in the meadow .
We see the tracks of mice on the snow in the woods,
or once in a year one glances by like a flash through
the grass or ice at our feet, and that is for the most part
all that we see of them .
Though all the muskrat-cabins will be covered by

an early rise of the river in the fall, you will yet see
the greater part of them above the ice in midwinter,
however high the water may be.

I frequently detect the track of a foreigner by the
print of the nails in his shoes, both in snow and earth ;
of an india-rubber, by its being less sharply edged,
and, most surely, often, by the fine diamond roughen-
ing of the sole . How much we infer from the dandy's
narrow hee]-tap, while we pity his unsteady tread, and
from the lady's narrow slipper, suggesting corns, not to
say consumption . The track of the farmer's cowhides,
whose carpet-tearing tacks in the heel frequently rake
the ground several inches before his foot finds a resting-
place, suggests weight and impetus .

Feb . 21 . Another .°1r-ricola. Emmonsii, a male ;
whole length six inches, tail three inches . This is very
little reddish on the sides, but general aspect above
dark-brown ; though not iron-gray, yet reminding me
of that ; yet not the less like the hue of beasts in a
menagerie . This may be a last year's mouse .
Audubon and Bachman say that when "it sheds
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its hair late in spring . . . it assumes a bluish gray
tint, a little lighter than that of the common mouse."

P . M. - To Fair Haven Hill via Cut .
A clear air, with a northwesterly, March-like wind,

as yesterday . What is the peculiarity in the air that.
both the invalid in the chamber and the traveller on
the highway say these are perfect March days? The
wind is rapidly drying up earth, and elevated sands
already begin to look whitish . How much light there
is in the sky and on the surface of the russet earth!
It is reflected in a flood from all cleansed surfaces
which rain and snow have washed, - from the rail-
road rails and the mica in the rocks and the silvery
latebr,L, of insects there, - and I never saw the white
houses of the village more brightly white . Now look
for an early crop of arrowheads, for they will shine .
When I have entered the wooded hollow on the east

of the Deep Cut, it is novel and pleasant to hear the
sound of the dry leaves and twigs, which have so long
been damp and silent, more worn and lighter than
ever, crackling again under my feet,-though there is
still considerable: snow about, along wall-sides, etc ., -
and to see the holes and galleries recently made by the
mice ( ? ) in the fine withered grass of such places,
the upper aralia hollow there . I see the peculiar soft-
ened blue sky of spring over the tops of the pines, and,
when I am sheltered from the wind, I feel the warmer
sun of the season reflected from the withered grass
and twigs on the side of this elevated hollow .
A warmth begins to be reflected from the partially
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dried ground here and there in the sun in sheltered
places, very cheering to invalids who have weak lungs,
who think they may weather it till Summer now . Nature
is more genial to them . When the leaves on the forest
floor are dried, and begin to rustle under such a sun
and wind as these, the news is told to how many myriads
of grubs that underlie them! When I perceive this
dryness under my feet, I feel as if I had got a new sense,
or rather I realize Nvliat was incredible to me before,
that there is a new life in Nature beginning to awake,
that her halls are being swept and prepared for a new

occupant. It is whispered through all the aisles of the

forest that another spring is approaching . The wood
mouse listens at the mouth of his burrow, and the
chickadee passes the news along .
We now notice the snow on the mountains, because

on the remote rim of the horizon its whiteness con-

trasts with the russet and darker hues of our bare
fields . I looked at the Peterboro mountains with my
glass from Fair Haven Hill . I think that there can be
no more arctic scene than these mountains in the edge
of the horizon completely crusted over with snow,
with the sun shining on them, seen through a tele-
scope over bare, russet fields and dark forests, with per-
haps a house on some remote, bare ridge seen against
them .

	

A silver edging, or ear-like handle, to this basin

of the world .

	

They look like great loaves incrusted
with pure white sugar ; and I think that this must
have been the origin of the name "sugar-loaf" some-
times given to mountains, and not on account of their
form .

	

We look thus from russet fields into a landscape
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already forgotten snow, and think only of frosted cake.
The snow on the mountains has, in this case, a singu-
lar smooth and crusty appearance, and by contrast
you see even single evergreens rising here and there
above it and where a promontory casts a shadow
along the mountains' side . I saw what looked like a
large lake of misty bluish water on the side of the further
Peterboro mountain, its edges or shore very distinctly
defined . This I concluded was the shadow of another
part of the mountain . And it suggested that, in like
manner, what on the surface of the moon is taken
for `eater may be shadows . Could not distinguish
Monadnock till the sun shone on it .

I saw a train go by, which had in front a dozen dirt-
cars [from] somewhere up country, laden apparently
with some kind of earth (or clay?) ; and these, with
their loads, were thickly and evenly crusted with un-
spotted snow, a part of that sugary crust I had viewed
with my glass, which contrasted singularly with the
bare tops of the other cars, which it had hitched on
this side, and the twenty miles at least of bare ground
over which they had rolled . It affected me as when
a traveller comes into the house with snow on his coat,
when I did not know it was snowing .
How plain, wholesome, and earthy are the colors

of quadrupeds generally! The commonest I should
say is the tawny or various shades of brown, answer-
ing to the russet which is the prevailing color of the
earth's surface, perhaps, and to the yellow, of the sands
beneath . The darker brown mingled with this answers
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The whiteto the darker-colored soil of the surface .
of the polar bear, ermine weasel, etc ., answers to the
snow ; the spots of the pards, perchance, to the earth
spotted with flowers or tinted leaves of autumn ; the
black, perhaps, to night, and muddy bottoms and
dark waters . There are few or no bluish animals .

Can it be true, as is said, that geese have gone
over Boston, probably yesterday? It is in the news-
papers .'

Feb . 29. .

	

P. M . - To J. Farmer's .
Remarkably warm and pleasant weather, perfect

spring . l even listen for the first bluebird . I see a
seething in the air over clean russet fields .' The westerly
wind is rather raw, but in sheltered places it is de-
liciously warm . The water has so far gone down that
I get over the Hunt Bridge causeway by going half a
dozen rods on the wall in one place . This water must
have moved two or three hundred cartloads of sand
to the side of the road. This damage would be avoided
by raising the road .
J . Farmer showed me an ermine weasel he caught

in a trap three or four weeks ago . They are not very
common about his barns . All white but the tip of the
tail ; two conspicuous canine teeth in each jaw . In
summer they are distinguished from the red weasel,
which is a little smaller, by the length of their tails,
particularly, - six or more inches, while the red one's

'

	

leery Ilosmer tells cne (Mar . 17th) that, he saw several flocks
about this 'time!

' Also the 24th, which is very cold .
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is not two inches long . Ile says their track is like that
of the mink : -

as if they had only two legs . They go on the jump .
Sometimes make a third mark. He saw one in the
summer (which he called the red weasel, but, as he
thought the red twice as big as the white, it may have
been a white one) catch a striped squirrel thus : He was
at work near the wall near his house when he saw a
striped squirrel come out of the wall and jump along
by the side of a large stone . When he had got two or
three feet along it, as it were in the air, the weasel
appeared behind him, and before he had got four feet
had him by the throat . Said a man told him that he saw
a weasel come running suddenly to an apple tree near
which he was working, run round and round and up
it, when a squirrel sitting on the end of a branch jumped
off, and the weasel, jumping, had him before he touched
the ground . He had no doubt that when the weasel
ran round the tree he was on the track of the squir-
rel .
F . said he had many of the black rat, but none or

very few of the wharf rats, on his premises . He had
seen mice-nests twenty feet up trees . Three or four
weeks ago he traced a mink by his tracks on the snow
to where he had got a frog from the bottom of a ditch,
- dug him out . Says that where many minnows are
kept in a spring they will kill four or five hundred
at once and pile them up on the bank . Showed me his
spring, head of one of the sources of Dodge's Brook,
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which by his mark is not a quarter of an inch higher
now, when there is so much water on the surface,
than it was in the midst of thegreat drought last summer .
But the important peculiarity of it is that when, in a
dry spell, this stream is dry fifteen or twenty rods from
this source, it may suddenly fill again before any rain
comes . This does not freeze, even for twenty rods . A
pool in it, some dozen or more rods from source, where
his cattle drink, he never saw frozen .
He had seen a partridge drum standing on a wall .

Said it stood very upright and produced the sound
by striking its wings together behind its back, as a
cock often does, but did not strike the wall nor its body.
This he is sure of, and declares that he is mistaken
who affirms the contrary, though it were Audubon
himself . Wilson says he " begins to strike with his
stiffened wings " while standing on a log, but does
not say what he strikes, though one would infer it
was either the log or his body.

	

Peabody says he beats
his body with his wings .
The sun goes down to-night under clouds, - a

round red orb, - and I am surprised to see that its
light, falling on my book and the wall, is a beautiful
purple, like the poke stem or perhaps some kinds of
wine.
You see fresh upright green radical leaves of some

plants -- the dock, probably water dock, for one -
in and about water now the snow is gone there, as if
they had grown all winter .

Pitch pine cones must be taken from the tree at the
right season, else they will not open or "blossom"
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in a chamber . I have one which was gnawed off by
squirrels, apparently of full size, but which does not
open . Why should they thus open in the chamber or else-
where ? I suppose that under the influence of heat or
dryness the upper side of each scale expands while
the lower contracts, or perhaps only the one expands
or the other contracts . I notice that the upper side
is a lighter, almost cinnamon, color, the lower a dark
(pitchy?) red .

Feb . 23 .

	

Clear, but a very cold north wind .

	

I see
great cakes of ice, a rod or more in length and one
foot thick, lying high and dry on the bare ground in
the low fields some ten feet or more beyond the edge
of the thinner ice, which were washed up by the last
rise (the 18th), which was some four inches higher
than the former one.' Some of these great cakes,
when the water going down has left them on a small
mound, have bent as they settled, and conformed to
the surface .
Saw at Walden this afternoon that that grayish ice

which had formed over the large square where ice had
been taken out for Brown's ice-house had a decided
pink or rosaceous tinge . I see no cracks in the ground
this year yet .
Mr . Loring says that he and his son George fired

at white swans in Texas on the water, and, though
G. shot two with ball and killed them, the others in
each case gathered about them and crowded them off
out of their reach .

' Vide the 26th .
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Feb . 24 .

	

Clear, but very cold and windy for the
season . Northerly wind ; smokes blown southerly .
Ground frozen harder still ; but probably now and
Hereafter what ground freezes at night will in great part
melt by middle of dav . llowever, it is so cold this
afternoon that there is no melting of the ground through-
out the day .
The names of localities on the Sudbury River, the

south or main branch of Concord or Musketaquid
River, beginning at the mouth of the Assabet, are the
Rock (at mouth), Merrick's Pasture, Lee's Hill, Bridge,
Hubbard Shore, Clamshell Hill and fishing-place,
Nut Meadow Brook, Hollowell Place and Bridge,
Fair Haven Hill and Cliffs, Conantum opposite, Fair
Haven Pond and Cliff and Baker Farm, Pole Brook,
Lee's and Bridge, Farrar's or Otter Swamp, Bound
Rock, Rice's Hill and 's [sic] Isle, the Pantry,
Ware Hill, Sherman's Bridge and Round Hill, Great
Sudbury Meadow and Tall's Isle, Causeway Bridges,
Larned Brook, the Chestnut House, Pelham Pond, the
Rapids.

I saw yesterday in Hubbard's sumach meadow a
bunch of dried grass with a few sinall leaves inmixed,
which had lain next the ground under the snow, prob-
ably the nest of a mouse or mole .

P . AI . - '1'o young willow-row near Hunt's Pond
road .
Here is skating again, and there was some vester-

dav, the meadows being frozen where they had opened,
though the water is fast going down . It is a thin ice
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of one to two inches, one to three feet above the old,
with yellowish water between . However, it is narrow
dodging between the great cakes of the ice which has
been broken up . The whole of the broad meadows
is a rough, irregular checker-board of great cakes
a rod square or more, - arctic enough to look at .
The willow-row does not begin to look bright yet .
The top two or three feet are red as usual at a dis-
tance, the lower parts a rather dull green . Inspect-
ing a branch, I find that the bark is shrunk and
wrinkled, and of course it will not peel . Probably
when it shines it will be tense and smooth, all its pores
filled .

Staples said the other day that he heard Phillips
speak at the State-House . By thunder! he never heard
a man that could speak like him . His words come so
easy . It was just like picking up chips .

Minott says that Mcsser tells him he saw a striped
squirrel (!) yesterday.' His cat caught a mole lately,
not a star-nosed one, but one of those that heave up
the meadow . She sometimes catches a little dark-
colored mouse with a sharp nose . Tells of a Fisk of
Waltham who, some thirty years ago, could go out
with a club only and kill as many partridges as he
could conveniently bring home. I suppose he knew
where to find them buried in the snow . Both Minott
and Farmer think they sometimes remain several
days in the snow, if the weather is bad for them . Minott
has seen twigs, he says, of apple, in their crops, three
quarters of an inch long . Says he has seen them drum

' Vide Mar . 4th and 7th .
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many times, standing on a log or a wall ; that they
strike the log or stone with their wings . IIe has fre-
quently caught them in a steel trap without bait,
covered with leaves and set in such places . Says that
quails also eat apple buds .

I notice that, in the tracks, liens' toes are
longer and more slender than partridges and
more or less turned and curved one side .

The brightening of the willows or of osiers, - that
is a season in the spring, showing that the dormant
sap is awakened . I now remember a few osiers which
I have seen early in past springs, thus brilliantly green
and red (or yellow), and it is as if all the landscape
and all nature shone . Though the twigs were few
which I saw, I remember it as a prominent phenome-
non affecting the face of Nature, a gladdening of her
face. You will often fancy that they look brighter
before the spring has come, and when there has been
no change in them.
Thermometer at 10° at 10 P. M.

Feb . 25 .

	

Clear, cold, and windy.

	

Thermometer
at 7° at 7 .30 a . `i . Air filled with dust blowing over
the fields . Peel the cold about as much as when it
was below zero a month ago . Pretty good skating .

Feb . 26 . Still clear and cold and windy . No thaw-
ing of the ground during the day . This and the last
two or three days have been very blustering and un-
pleasant, though clear .
P . M . -'1'o clamshell Hill, across river .
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I see some cracks in a plowed field, - Depot Field
corn-field, -maybe recent ones . I think since this
last cold snap, else I had noticed them before . Those
great cakes of ice which the last freshet floated up
on to uplands now lie still further from the edge
of the recent ice . You are surprised to see them
lying with perpendicular edges a foot thick on bare,
grassy upland where there is no other sign of water,
sometimes wholly isolated by bare grass there . In the
last freshet the South Branch was only broken up on
the meadows for a few rods in width next the shores .
Where the ice did not rise with the water, but, appar-
ently being frozen to the . dry bottom, was covered
by the water, - there and apparently in shallow places
here, then far from the shore, the ground ice was at
length broken and rose up in cakes, larger or smaller,
the smaller of which were often floated up higher on
to the shore by a rod or so than the ice had originally
reached . Then, the water going down, when the
weather became colder and froze, the new ice only
reached part way up these cakes, which lay high and
dry . It is therefore pretty good skating on the river
itself and on a greater part of the meadows next the
river, but it is interrupted by great cakes of ice rising
above the general level near the shore .
Saw several of those rather small reddish-brown

dor-bugs on the ice of the meadow, some frozen in .
Were they washed out of their winter quarters by the
freshet? Or can it be that they came forth of their
own accord on the 22d? I cannot revive them by a
fire .
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C . says he saw a lark to-day close to him, and some
other dark-colored spring bird .

Directly off Clamshell Hill, within four rods of it,
where the water is three or four feet deep, 1 see where
the musquash dived and brought up clams before
the last freezing . 'Their open shells are strewn along
close to the edge of the ice, and close together, for

about three rods in one place, and the bottom under

this edge of older ice, as seen through the new black
ice, is perfectly white Nvith those which sank . They
may have been blown in, or the ice melted . The nacre
of these freshly opened shells is very fair, - azure,
or else a delicate salmon pink (? ), or rosaceous, or
violet . I find one not opened, but frozen, and several
have one valve quite broken in two in the rat's effort
to wrench them open, leaving the frozen fish half ex-
posed.

	

All the rest show the marks of their teeth at
one end or the other, i . e ., sometimes at one end, some-
times at another . You can see distinctly, also, the marks
of their teeth where they have scraped off, with a scrap-
ing cut, the tough muscles which fasten the fish to its
shell, also sometimes all along the nacre next the edge .
One shell leas apparently a little caddis-case of iron-
colorcdsand on it .

	

These Tells look uncommonly large
thus exposed : at a distance like leaves . They lie
thickly around the edge of each small circle of thinner
black ice in the midst of the white, showing where
was open water a day or two ago . At the beginning
and end of winter, when the river is partly open, the
ice serves them instead of other stool . Some are red-
dish-brown in thick and hard layers like iron ore out-
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some have roundish copper-colored spots on
the nacre within . This shows that this is still a good
place for clams, as it was in Indian days .
Examined with glass some fox-dung (?) from a

tussock of grass amid the ice on the meadow . It ap-
peared to be composed two thirds of clay, and the rest
a slate-colored fur and coarser white hairs, black-tipped,
-too coarse for the deer mouse. Was it that of the
rabbit? This mingled with small bones . A mass as
long as one's finger .

side ;

Feb . 27. Another cold, clear day, but the weather
gradually moderating.

Feb. 28 . Still cold and clear. Ever since the 23d
inclusive a succession of clear but very cold days in
which, for the most part, it has not melted perceptibly
during the day . My ink has frozen, and plan's, etc .,
have frozen in the house, though the thermometer
has not indicated nearly so great a cold as before . Since
the 25th it has been very slowly moderating .
The skating began again the 24th after the great

freshet had gone down some two feet or more, but
that part of the old ice which was broken up by the
freshet and floated from its place, either on to the up-
land or meadow or on to the firm ice, made it remark-
ably broken and devious, not to be used by night.
The deep bays and sides of the meadows have pre-
sented a very remarkable appearance, a stretching
pack of great cakes of ice, often two or more upon each
other and partly tilted up, a foot thick and one to
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two or more rods broad . The Nvestering sun reflected
from their edges makes them shine finely . In short,
our meadows have presented and still present a very
wild and arctic scene . Far on every side, over what is
usually dry land, are scattered these great cakes of
ice, the water having now gone down about five feet
on the South Branch .

P . II . -'ho further railroad bridge and Ministerial
Swamp.

I see that same kind of icicle terracing
about the piers of Wood's Bridge and others

that I saw, I think, last spring, but not now quite so
perfect, as if where the water had stood at successive
levels . The lower edge now about a foot or two above
water .
Examined where the white maple and the apple

tree were tipped over by the ice the other day at the
railroad bridge . It struck them seven or eight feet
from the ground, that being the height of the water,
rubbed off the bark, and then bent flat and broke them .
They -were about ten inches in diameter, the maple
partly dead before . I see -where many trees have been
wounded by the ice in former years . They have a hard
time of it when a cake half a dozen rods in diameter
and nearly two feet thick is floated and blown against
them .

Just south of Derby's Bridge lie many great cakes,
some one, upon another, which were stopped by the
bridge and cause-vay, and a great many have a crust
of the meadow of equal thickness-six inches to one
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foot - frozen to their under surfaces .

	

Some of these
axe a rod in diameter, and when the ice melts, the
meadow where they are landed will present a singu-
lar appearance . I see many also freshly deposited on
the Elfin Burial-Ground, showing how that was formed .
The greater part of those hummocks there are prob-
ably, if not certainly, carried by the ice, though I now
see a few small but thick pieces of meadow four or
five feet broad without any ice or appearance of its
having been attached to them. This is a powerful
agent at work: Many great cakes have lodged on a
ridge of the meadow west of the river here, and sug-
gest how such a ridge may be growing from year to
year .
This North River is only partially open .

	

I see where
a bright gleam from a cake of ice on the shore is re-
flected in the stream with remarkable brightness, in
a pointed, flame-like manner . Look either side you
sec it . Standing here, still above the Elfin Burial-
Ground, the outlines of IIeywood the miller's house
in the distance against the pine and oak woods come
dimly out, and by their color are in very pleasing har-
mony with this wood . I think it is a dull-red house
against the usual mixture of red oak leaves and dark
pines . There is such a harmony as between the gray
limbs of an overshadowing elm and the lichen-clad
roof .
We crossed the river at Nut Meadow Brook . The

ice was nearly -worn through all along there, with wave-
like regularity, in oblong (round end) or thick crescent
or kidney shaped holes, as if worn by the summits of



waves,- like
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a riddle to sift a man through . These
holes are hard to detect in some lights
except by shaking the water . I saw some
cakes of ice, ten feet across and one foot
thick, lodged with one end on the top of
a fence-post and some seven or eight feet
in the air, the other on the bottom . There
is a fine pack of large cakes away in the

bay behind Hubbard's Grove . I notice, looking at their
edges, that the white or rotted part extends downward
in points or triangles, alternating with the sound greenish
parts, thus : -

Most, however, are a thin white, or maybe snow ice,
with all beneath solid and green still .
Found a hangbird's nest fallen from the ivy maple,

composed wholly of that thread they wipe the loco-
motive with' and one real thread, all as it were woven

a perfect bag .
I have

maple %),
diameter,

into
a piece of a limb (alder or
say five eighths of an inch in
which has been cut off by a

worm boring spirally, but in one horizontal
plane, three times round .

I observes! how a nc\v ravine is formed in a sand-
hill . A new one was formed in the last thaw at Clam-
shell Hill thus : '.\lush melted snow and rain being col-
lected on the top of the hill, some apparently found its

"Cotton waste."
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way through the ground, frozen a foot thick, a few feet
from the edge of the bank, and began with a small rill
washing down the slope the unfrozen sand beneath .
As the water continued to flow, the sand on each side
continued to slide into it and be carried off, leaving
the frozen crust above quite firm, making a bridge
five or six feet wide over this cavern . .Now, since the
thaw, this bridge, I see, has melted and fallen in,
leaving a ravine some ten feet wide and much longer,
which now may go on increasing from year to year
without limit, and thus the sand is ravished away . I
was there just after it began.'

' Audubon and Bachman think a ravine may sometimes have
been produced by the gallery of a shrew mole.


